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ABSTRACT
We investigate the impact of a highly eccentric 10 M⊕ (where M⊕ is the Earth mass) planet embedded in a dusty
protoplanetary disk on the dust dynamics and its observational implications. By carrying out high-resolution 2D gas
and dust two-fluid hydrodynamical simulations, we find that the planet’s orbit can be circularized at large radii. After
the planet’s orbit is circularized, partial gap opening and dust ring formation happen close to the planet’s circularization
radius, which can explain the observed gaps/rings at the outer region of disks. When the disk mass and viscosity
become low, we find that an eccentric planet can even open gaps and produce dust rings close to the pericenter and
apocenter radii before its circularization. This offers alternative scenarios for explaining the observed dust rings and
gaps in protoplanetary disks. A lower disk viscosity is favored to produce brighter rings in observations. An eccentric
planet can also potentially slow down the dust radial drift in the outer region of the disk when the disk viscosity is low
(α . 2× 10−4) and the circularization is faster than the dust radial drift.
Keywords: accretion, accretion disks — protoplanetary disks — planets and satellites: rings — planetdisk
interactions
1. INTRODUCTION
Strong observational evidence for the existence of multiple
dust rings/gaps in disks has emerged from high-resolution
observations with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(ALMA), e.g., HL Tau (ALMA Partnership et al. 2015),
TW Hya (Andrews et al. 2016; Tsukagoshi et al. 2016), HD
163296 (Isella et al. 2016), AA Tau (Loomis et al. 2017),
Elias 24 (Cieza et al. 2017; Cox et al. 2017; Dipierro et al.
2018), AS 209 (Fedele et al. 2018), GY 91 (Sheehan & Eis-
ner 2018), V1094 Sco (Ansdell et al. 2018; van Terwisga et
al. 2018), MWC 758 (Boehler et al. 2018; Dong et al. 2018a),
including several recent surveys of young disks (Long et al.
2018; Andrews et al. 2018; van der Marel et al. 2019). A
large fraction of these rings are located at the outer region of
the disks, i.e., ∼ 50 − 100 au. Planet-disk interaction (e.g.,
Dipierro et al. 2015; Dong et al. 2015; Pinilla et al. 2015;
Jin et al. 2016; Dong et al. 2017, 2018b) is one of the main
mechanisms that are proposed to produce these rings, al-
though several other scenarios have also been proposed (e.g.,
Pinilla et al. 2012; Takahashi, & Inutsuka 2014; Gonzalez
et al. 2015; Suriano et al. 2017, 2018; Zhang et al. 2015;
Okuzumi et al. 2016; Miranda et al. 2017). It is generally
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thought that forming (sometimes massive) planets in situ at
such large disk radii is quite difficult. It is then worthwhile to
explore whether there are mechanisms that deliver planets to
such large radii even though other may be born at relatively
small disk radii.
Observationally, many exoplanets discovered so far are
found to be in highly eccentric orbits1. Planet-disk and/or
planetary scattering may be responsible for the eccentricity
for the inner “hot Jupiter” such as CI Tau (Duffell & Chi-
ang 2015; Rosotti et al. 2017) while delivering other planets
into the outer region of the disk by the eccentricity pump-
ing, where three rings were discovered (Clarke et al. 2018).
Multiple planet-planet scattering is a promising mechanism
that delivers planets from a few au where they were likely
born to the outer disk region by exciting the planet’s orbit to
a high eccentricity, which then circularizes at a large radius.
In addition, many previous studies have examined the eccen-
tricity excitation of massive gas giants (e.g., Rasio, & Ford
1996; Juric´ & Tremaine 2008; Marzari et al. 2010; Moeckel
& Armitage 2012; Lega et al. 2013; Rosotti et al. 2017). Fur-
thermore, an eccentric orbit could also be the relics due to the
planet-disk interaction (e.g., Papaloizou et al. 2001; Goldre-
ich & Sari 2003; Bitsch et al. 2013; Duffell & Chiang 2015),
secular chaos (Wu, & Lithwick 2011), Kozai-Lidov oscilla-
1 http://exoplanets.org/
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tions (Kozai 1962; Lidov 1962; Takeda, & Rasio 2005). In
the planet-disk interaction scenario, whether the eccentric-
ity can be excited or damped depends on the dominance of
Lindblad and co-rotation resonance torque (Goldreich & Sari
2003; Duffell & Chiang 2015). It is found that a Jupiter mass
planet can pump up its orbital eccentricity due to the interac-
tion with the disk (D’Angelo et al. 2006).
In this study, we investigate the impact of a highly ec-
centric super-Earth on the dust distribution during its orbital
evolution. (The effect of an eccentric massive giant will be
studied in a future work.) Our main goal of this paper is to
explore whether an eccentric super-Earth can leave observa-
tional features in a dusty disk, and how these features can
be used to infer the planetary properties. Previous studies
on eccentric planets mainly focused on the planet migration
and circularization timescales, which have either used the
linear theory when the eccentricity is small (e.g., Goldreich
& Tremaine 1978, 1980; Papaloizou & Larwood 2000; Pa-
paloizou et al. 2001; Tanaka & Ward 2004; Duffell & Chiang
2015), or the non-linear simulations with an initially large ec-
centricity (e.g., Cresswell et al. 2007; Bitsch et al. 2013), but
the influence on dust has not been explored self-consistently.
The paper is organized as follows. The numerical simula-
tion setup will be described in Section 2. We present the re-
sults in Section 3, and discussions and conclusions are given
in Section 4.
2. METHOD
We use the LA-COMPASS code (Li et al. 2005, 2009; Fu
et al. 2014) to simulate the coupled gas-dust and planet dy-
namics. The main ingredient of our model is that one planet
with a mass of Mp = 10 M⊕ in an eccentric orbit, where
M⊕ is the Earth mass, is embedded in the dusty disk. The
planet orbits around the star with an initial orbital eccentric-
ity ep and a semi-major axis of ap. The planet is initially
located at the pericenter of the orbit. After 10 orbital evolu-
tion with a fixed orbit, the planet is freely released by con-
sidering the dynamical interaction between the disk and the
planet. For all models listed in Table 1, we adopt a soften-
ing length of 0.7hg for the planet’s potential, where hg is the
disk gas scale height. These runs are used to understand the
dependence of orbital evolution of eccentric planets on disk
gas surface density, initial orbital eccentricity, disk viscosity,
dust particle sizes, and their consequent influence on the dust
dynamics as well.
A disk, extending from 10 to 500 AU, around a pre-main
sequence (PMS) star with a mass of M? = 1.0 M is con-
sidered. The disk gas surface density is initially described
by
Σg(r) = Σ0
(
r
rc
)−γ
exp
[
−
(
r
rc
)2−γ]
, (1)
where rc = 150 au and γ = 1.0. The normalization of gas
surface density Σ0 is treated as one main free parameter to
determine the total disk mass. We have considered two disk
masses withMdisk = 0.02M and 5×10−3M, or equiva-
lently Σ0 = 1.4 g cm−2 and 0.36 g cm−2, respectively. Disk
self-gravity is considered for all models (Li et al. 2009) since
the minimum Toomre Q parameter can reach ∼ 2 after the
planet is circularized.
We choose a locally isothermal equation of state (EoS)
with the sound speed cs given by
cs
vK
=
hg
r
= h0
(
r
r0
)0.25
, (2)
where r0 = 50 au. And h0 = 0.03 is adopted as a typ-
ical value for the sound speed. vK is the Keplerian veloc-
ity. Note that Equation (2) also expresses the radial profile
of the gas scale height hg/r. The effect for a different adi-
abatic EoS is discussed in detail in Appendix A. The disk
viscosity is adopted from the Shakura-Sunyaev prescription
νg = αviscshg with a constant αvis across the whole disk
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). A single dust species with its
size sd as listed in Table 1 is included in the simulations. We
assume that the initial dust surface density Σd follows the gas
profile Σg, with an initial dust-to-gas ratio of 1%. In the Ep-
stein regime for the disk and dust parameters of interest here,
the Stokes number of the particles with dust radius sd in the
mid-plane of the disk is defined as
St =
piρssd
2Σg
, (3)
where ρs is the solid density of the dust particle. St(r0) =
0.01 for our fiducial model, which is the main parameter that
controls the radial drift of dust.
We solve the hydrodynamics equations with a high-
resolution 2D grid of (nr, nφ) = 3072 × 3072 in the radial
and azimuthal direction. We have tested that an even higher
resolution of (nr, nφ) = 6144 × 6144 does not change the
results significantly. A fixed boundary condition is applied to
the gas, while an outflow inner boundary condition and outer
boundary condition are imposed on the dust, which allow the
dust flow out/in from the boundary depending on its radial
velocity.
In order to identify the observational features from the
dust, we follow Li et al. (2019) to obtain the dust contin-
uum emission at mm wavelengths using the RADMC-3D
package (Dullemond et al. 2012). To convert the 2D dust
surface density produced from hydrodynamical simula-
tion into a 3D grid, we adopt a dust scale height hd =
hg min
(
1,
√
αvis
min(0.5,St)(1+St2)
)
by considering the dust
vertical settling (Birnstiel et al. 2010a). We use 400 × 400
uniform grids in the r − φ plane and 40 uniform grids in the
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θ direction between 70◦−90◦ with a mirror symmetry in the
equatorial plane. This grid can recover all the dust mass from
2D hydrodynamics within a 5% uncertainty. A larger grid
number does not change the results. We then run RADMC-3D
simulations to compute the dust temperature Td(r, φ, θ) con-
tributed by the stellar radiation. With the dust temperature
Td obtained from RADMC-3D and the dust surface density
Σd for dust species derived from hydrodynamical simula-
tions, we can calculate the dust continuum by ray-tracing
with RADMC-3D.
Table 1. Model parameters and circularization time
model Σ0 αvis ep ap sd tcirc
(g cm−2) (au) (mm) (orbits)†
fiducial 1.4 2× 10−4 0.8 100 0.2 2500
HigVis 1.4 1× 10−3 0.8 100 0.2 2500
LowMg 0.36 2× 10−4 0.5 40 0.2 1600
S2 1.4 2× 10−4 0.8 100 0.05 2500
S3 1.4 2× 10−4 0.8 100 0.5 2500
NOTE— ep and ap are chosen to keep the same pericenter radius of
the planet [ap(1− ep)] for different models here. † Circularization
time measured in unit of orbits at r0 = 50 au.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Planet dynamics
We first consider one planet with an initial eccentricity of
ep = 0.8 as our fiducial run.
The time evolution of the planet’s stellocentric radius
(black) is shown in the upper panel of Figure 1. The spe-
cific angular momentum of the planet with an eccentric or-
bit is defined as Jp =
√
GM?ap(1− e2p). The pericenter
and apocenter of the orbit are linked to the planetary an-
gular momentum Jp as amin = J2p/[GM?(1 + ep)] and
amax = J
2
p/[GM?(1−ep)], respectively. We also plot the ec-
centricity ep evolution in the middle panel of Figure 1, which
shows that it is damped over ∼ 2500 orbits. The increase
of the pericenter amin = ap(1 − ep) and the decrease of the
apocenter amax = ap(1+ep) are consistent with the damping
of the eccentricity with ep = (amax− amin)/(amax + amin).
We also show the expected amin,l and amax,l (red) in the
upper panel of Figure 1 if the planet’s orbital angular mo-
mentum was conserved during the whole evolution. The time
derivative of the planet angular momentum is
J˙p
Jp
=
1
2
a˙p
ap
− e
2
p
1− e2p
e˙p
ep
. (4)
As the planet typically migrates inward with a˙p < 0 even
for a high ep, whether the planet gains or loses orbital angu-
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Figure 1. Planet orbit circularization for the fiducial model. Upper
panel: black dots show both the planet’s pericenter and apocenter
locations from the star as a function of time. Red dots show the ex-
pected amin and amax if the angular momentum of the planet was
conserved. A larger amin and amax compared with the red dots in-
dicate the transfer of angular momentum from the disk to the planet.
Middle panel: the evolution of planet’s orbital eccentricity as a func-
tion of orbital period (black line). The red line shows the fit with
dep/dt = −Ae−αp , where the best-fitted α = 1.83. Lower panel:
the pericenter phase of the planet orbit as a function of time. The
periodical variation of the pericenter’s phase suggests a precession
period of ∼ 450 orbits.
lar momentum depends on the value of ep. For large initial
ep, the planet gains orbital angular momentum while loses
eccentricity. This is consistent with the analytic works (Pa-
paloizou & Larwood 2000; Ida et al. 2019) and N-body sim-
ulations (Cresswell, & Nelson 2008) in the supersonic case
(i.e., ep  h0).
The gain of planet’s orbital angular momentum yields a
circularization radius Rcirc of the planet at ∼ 50 au, which is
a factor of ∼ 1.4 larger than the value (36 au) if the planet’s
angular momentum was conserved. This circularization lo-
cation is also much farther away from the initial pericenter
location (20 au). This presents an interesting case while an
initially eccentric planet could eventually be located at a rel-
atively large stellocentric radius on a circular orbit.
We fit the eccentricity evolution with a power-law form
of dep/dt = −Ae−αp , which leads to a timescale tcirc ≡
4 LI ET AL.
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Figure 2. Left panels: Azimuthally-averaged gas (upper) and dust (lower) radial profiles for the fiducial model at different times. The red
lines show the radial profiles of gas and dust at 3000 orbits when the planet is fixed to the initial eccentric orbit. Middle panels: 2D gas and
dust surface density (multiplied by the radius) for the same model at 2000 orbits (before planet circularization). The planet is shown as the
green filled circle. The upper (lower) panel corresponds to gas (dust). Right panels: Same as the middle panels but for 3000 orbits (after planet
circularization). Orbital time are all measured at r0 = 50 au, so 3000 orbits correspond to ∼ 1.1 Myr.∫ dep
dep/dt
= eα+1p,0 /A(α + 1)
2. The fitting result is shown as
the red line in the middle panel with α = 1.83 and the corre-
sponding circularization timescale tcirc ' 2500 orbits at 50
au, i.e., 0.9 Myr, consistent with the circularization timescale
of 0.7−1.1 Myr derived from previous studies (Papaloizou &
Larwood 2000; Cresswell, & Nelson 2008; Muto et al. 2011;
Ida et al. 2019), using our model parameters.
Our simulation also suggests a scaling relation of tcirc ∝
e2.8p , consistent with the previous results of tcirc ∝ e3.0p in
high ep regime (Papaloizou & Larwood 2000; Cresswell, &
Nelson 2008; Ida et al. 2019). Meanwhile, the pericenter of
the orbit precesses with a period of 450 orbits, as shown in
the lower panel of Figure 1.
3.2. Gas and dust evolution
An eccentric planet during and after cirularization could
leave imprint on the gas and dust distributions. The
azimuthal-averaged gas and dust surface density radial pro-
files are shown in Figure 2. We select three different times to
show the temporal evolution of the dust and gas distributions.
Initially, both the gas and dust follow the distribution as in
2 This definition of circularization timescale is different from those in
previous works by a factor of 1/(α+1) (e.g., Papaloizou & Larwood 2000).
Equation (1). At 0.7 Myr (2000 orbits), which corresponds
to the time before the planet is circularized, the gas is only
marginally disturbed in the whole disk. The dust also has a
relatively smooth distribution except for the truncation at 150
au and a steep drop in the inner boundary. Such a truncation
at the outer edge, which shrinks with time gradually, is due to
the dust radial drift, while the decrease of the dust in the inner
edge is due to the open boundary we choose. This smooth
gas/dust distribution is because of the weak dynamical fric-
tion force induced for a higher eccentric planet (Muto et al.
2011). The pericenter precession of the planet mentioned
above makes its interaction with disk even weaker, which
is attributed to a longer time for the planet to encounter the
same region of the disk, leading to the recovering of the gas
from the disturbance with the viscous timescale.
After the planet is circularized around 2500 orbits, the disk
is strongly perturbed around the planet orbit, similar to the
situation with a planet on a circular orbit. Two rings sand-
wiching the gap induced by the planet gradually appear in
the gas radial profiles. Accordingly, the dust can be trapped
in the two gas bump regions due to the positive pressure gra-
dient near the edges of the gas gap. The density contrast of
the gap and rings becomes gradually higher with time be-
cause of the continuous dust trapping in the rings, shown as
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the solid line in the left panel of Figure 2, which corresponds
to the time at 3000 orbits (i.e., 1.1 Myr). A higher dust-to-gas
ratio, ∼ 0.1, is reached for the dust ring.
The 2D distributions for the gas and dust at two evolution
stages (2000 and 3000 orbits) are shown in the middle and
right panels of Figure 2. We multiply the gas and dust sur-
face density by the radial distance r for illustration purpose.
Before the planet circularization (2000 orbits), both the gas
and dust are marginally disturbed as shown in middle panels
of Figure 2, although some weak spiral features exist around
the planet. At 3000 orbits when the planet is in a circular
orbit, a prominent gap at the circularization radius is shown
in the gas distribution. A deep gap sandwiched by two bright
rings then shows up at the same location for the dust distribu-
tion. The third dust ring also exists at the planetary co-orbital
radius. The three rings are located at ∼ 55 au, ∼ 47 au and
∼ 41 au. The two rings separated by the planet are close to
a pair of 3:2 resonance.
For the purpose to compare with ALMA observations,
we use RADMC-3D package to produce the 1.33 mm dust
continuum, and convolve them with a gaussian beam of
0.03′′ × 0.03′′. The disk is assumed to be at a distance of
140 pc. This beam size is close to the recent highest resolu-
tion by ALMA (Andrews et al. 2018). Similar to the discus-
sion above, two snapshot at 2000 and 3000 orbits are chosen
to produce the dust image as shown in Figure 3. The feature-
less image at 2000 orbits is consistent with the smooth dust
density distribution. After the planet orbit circularization, re-
markable ringed-structures in the dust density distribution (a
gap plus several rings around the planet circularization ra-
dius) can be recovered. The dust ring location, which is close
to the circularization radius, can be in the outer region of the
disk because of the angular momentum gaining during the
circularization process. This can thus provide a natural ex-
planation for the rings observed at large radii.
We have also tried the case where the planet is kept on a
fixed eccentric orbit (i.e., no planet circularization and pre-
cession). We find that the gas and dust surface density dis-
tributions do not show any visible features and no gaps/rings
are produced, shown as the red lines in the left panels of Fig-
ure 2. The features shown in Figures 2 and 3 can only be
produced after the planet circularization.
3.3. Other models
As we have shown that the dust and gas dynamics are
strongly influenced by the planet circularization process, we
explore how the final dust distribution depends on the planet,
disk, and dust parameters, e.g., disk viscosity αvis, and disk
gas surface density Σ0, and dust size sd. Models with dif-
ferent parameters are listed in Table 1. For the purpose of
completeness, we have also explored the dependence of the
Figure 3. Dust continuum image at 1330 µm for two different evo-
lution stages. The upper one is prior to the planet circularization
(2000 orbits), while the bottom one is after the circularization (3000
orbits). The planet can only have a significant impact on the dust
distribution (i.e., gap/rings) after its circularization.
circularization timescale on the disk scale height in high ep
and low ep regimes in Appendix B.
3.3.1. Disk mass
We first discuss the effect of disk mass. As the planet circu-
larization timescale is inversely proportional to the disk mass
(e.g., Papaloizou & Larwood 2000; Cresswell et al. 2007,
also confirmed by our simulations with a different disk mass
but with a fixed eccentricity, which is not shown here), we
adopt a lower initial eccentricity to allow the faster planet
circularization when the disk mass is lower, labeled as model
LowMg in Table 1.
We show the circularization process in the left panels of
Figure 4. The red lines in the upper left panel is the ex-
pected pericenter and apocenter radii if the angular momen-
tum of the planet is conserved. We can see that the angu-
lar momentum gaining is not so prominent as in our fiducial
6 LI ET AL.
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Figure 4. Model with a low gas surface density (LowMg). Upper left panel: planet’s pericenter and apocenter as a function of time. Red
curves show the expected pericenter and apocenter if the angular momentum of the planet was conserved. Lower left: the pericenter phase of
the planet orbit as a function of time, which suggests a precession period of∼ 1000 orbits. Right panels: azimuthally-averaged gas (upper) and
dust (lower) radial profiles at the stage of before circularization (1200 orbits) and after circularization (2000 orbits). For a comparison, we also
show the corresponding radial profiles when the planet is fixed at the initial orbit as red lines.
model, which can be understood from Equation (4) in the
case of a low initial eccentricity. The circularization radius
is thus very close to ∼ ap(1 − e2p) = 30 au. The precession
timescale shown in the lower left panel of Figure 4 becomes
much longer compared with our fiducial model, which is re-
lated to the low disk mass3. The planet-disk interaction in-
duced planetary precession has been studied for different disk
models (Fontana & Marzari 2016; Davydenkova, & Rafikov
2018; Sefilian, & Touma 2019). More detailed comparison
with these models will be carried out in future studies.
In the LowMg case, the dust disk becomes significantly
smaller because of the larger Stokes number of the dust as
defined in Equation (3), which leads to a fast radial drift for
the dust. Due to the reduction of the radial drift timescale and
the increase of the circularization timescale with decreasing
disk gas mass, we would expect that the dust radially drift
inside the planet circularization radius when we decrease the
disk mass further. In this case, a very compact disk without
any ringed-structures would be expected.
The gas sub-structure in the LowMg case can lead to a
more prominent dust gap/ring as shown in Figure 4 due to
the rapid accumulation of the dust with the fast radial drift.
Three rings can be seen around ∼ 27, ∼ 31, and ∼ 36 au,
respectively, as shown in Figure 4. The rings at 27 au and 36
au are also close to the 3:2 resonance pair.
More interestingly, in the LowMg case, the dust rings/gaps
can form before the planet circularization as shown in the
3 We find that the precession timescale is quite insensitive to the initial
planetary eccentricity, e.g., ep = 0.5 ∼ 0.8.
right panels of Figure 4, different from other models we stud-
ied here. We show the dust emission image at 1200 orbits in
the upper panel of Figure 5. There is an outer gap located at
43 au and an inner one located at 25 au, close to the current
apocenter and pericenter of the orbit, respectively. We find
that such a gap opening process before orbit’s circularization
are mainly related to the less massive disk and low disk vis-
cosity. This is due to the density wave damping in the low
viscosity disk. The dependence of the density wave launched
by the planet on the Toorme Q parameter results in a much
more efficient gap opening process when the Q parameter of
the disk increases for a lower disk mass (Rafikov 2002; Li et
al. 2009). A lower disk viscosity is also essential in making
a longer refilling timescale for the gas and producing deeper
dust rings as we will show later. In addition, the tidal force
on the disk becomes strongest at the pericenter and apocenter
locations (Muto et al. 2011). All of these eventually produce
the gaps (and rings) at the current apocenter and pericenter
locations seen in the top panel of Figure 5. The locations
of those gaps/rings evolve with time as the planet circular-
izes. This gap-opening process does not depend on the planet
initial eccentricity too sensitively so long as the initial ep is
high, as tested by our simulations with different initial eccen-
tricities4, so long as the viscous timescales are much longer
than the gap opening time scale. Since the planet can be cir-
cularized at a timescale of∼Myr, which is comparable to the
4 The models with the same disk mass but with different initial eccentric-
ities (ep = 0.5 ∼ 0.8) can produce gaps/rings structures at the pericen-
ter/apocenter locations.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 3 but for model LowMg. The planet is cir-
cularized at ∼ 1600 orbits, so t = 1200 and t = 2000 corresponds
to the stages before and after the planet circularization. Note that
dust rings/gaps are formed both before and after the circularization.
age of most protoplanetary disks, such evolution stage could
be caught observationally. The gap opening before the planet
circularization cautions against using the gap and ring loca-
tion to infer the current planetary orbital radius.
To quantify the role of planet dynamics in the gap open-
ing process, we test the case with the planet fixed on its ini-
tial eccentric orbit. The radial profiles of gas and dust are
shown in the right panels of Figure 4. Compared with the
profiles at 1200 orbits in the LowMg model, the gap/rings
are also present around the pericenter, although the features
at the apocenter become weaker. This again indicates that
the gap opening process is mainly controlled by the low disk
mass (equivalently, a larger Toomre Q parameter) and the low
viscosity (Rafikov 2002; Li et al. 2009). An eccentric orbit
produces an inefficient gap opening process due to the weak
dynamical friction force in the high ep regime (Muto et al.
2011).
As these processes all depend on how the angular momen-
tum flux is transported throughout the disk, the effect due to
an adiabatic EoS versus locally isothermal condition is inves-
tigated. Miranda & Rafikov (2019) recently found that the lo-
cally isothermal EoS is inaccurate to capture rings/gaps fea-
tures under certain conditions, including when the the disk is
nearly inviscid and the planet mass is small (less than thermal
mass). Here, we find out that the inaccurate treatment from
the locally isothermal EoS does not produce any significant
differences on our main results. The details are described in
Appendix A.
3.3.2. Disk viscosity
We then consider the model HigVis with a higher αvis. The
planet dynamics (circularization radius, timescale) is almost
the same as our fiducial model as shown in Figure 6. After
the planet’s circularization, the migration rate significantly
increases, different from the very slow migration with the
smaller viscosity as shown in Figure 1. This is also consis-
tent with previous works by Li et al. (2009) and Yu et al.
(2010). The fast inward migration of the planet causes the
gaps/rings move closer to the central region after a longer
evolution time. A smaller gap depth is also attributed to the
high viscosity (Fung et al. 2014; Kanagawa et al. 2015; Zhu
2019). A shallower gap of the gas distribution for the high
viscosity model leads to the dust gap and ring being shallow
as well, which further makes the detection of such gap/rings
harder.
3.3.3. Dust sizes
We find that the incorporation of dust has almost no im-
pact on planet dynamics, while the dust size is a factor that
can influence the dust radial drift. We can, therefore, ex-
plore the dust ring formation by adopting different dust sizes.
We compare the dust distributions for sd = 0.05 mm and
sd = 0.5 mm with our fiducial model in Figure 7, where
dust can only be significantly perturbed after the planet cir-
cularization.
We find that the overall size of the dust disk gradually gets
smaller when the dust size increases from sd = 0.05 mm
(red) to sd = 0.5 mm (green), although the gas distribution
remains the same. For all models, the dust gap/rings appear
in the same location due to the same planet circularized ra-
dius, though the dust concentration in rings as compared to
the surrounding regions can vary. They all have three rings
similar with our fiducial model with sd = 0.2 mm.
In particular, for Model S3 with sd = 0.5 mm, the dust
drifts radially quicker than our fiducial model but the dust
radial drift is almost halted at the planet’s circularization ra-
dius. As shown in the lower panel of Figure 7, the outer dust
ring at 1.4 Myr is almost the same as that at 1.1 Myr. In
contrast, such dust would have drifted significantly inward
between 1.1 and 1.4 Myr if there is no planet (shown as the
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Figure 6. Models with different disk viscosities. Left: planet’s pericenter and apocenter as a function of time. The model with a high viscosity
(HigVis) shows a similar circularization process with our fiducial model. Right: Azimuthally-averaged gas (upper) and dust (lower) radial
profiles. All radial distributions are shown at 3000 orbits when the planet is circularized.
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Figure 7. The effect of dust sizes on the ring formation. Upper:
Azimuthally-averaged dust radial profiles at t = 3000 orbits with
different dust sizes based on Model S2 (red), fiducial (black) and S3
(green), respectively. Lower: Effect of a planet on the radial drift of
the large-sized dust. The planet case corresponds to model S3.
dash lines in the bottom panel of Figure 7). This suggests
that, depending on the interplay among several timescales for
the dust drift, planet orbital circularization, and gap opening
processes, the circularized planet orbit can effectively stop
the dust drift at large disk radii, accompanied with relatively
narrow, dense dust rings.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have performed 2D high-resolution hydro-
dynamical simulations with LA-COMPASS (Li et al. 2005,
2009; Fu et al. 2014) to study the interaction of a highly ec-
centric super-Earth with a dusty gaseous disk. The highly ec-
centric super-Earth initialized in our simulations is the main
assumption in this work, which is motivated by the sce-
nario that many planets can form at small radii but some
can be scattered into highly eccentric orbits. One single dust
species is implemented in gas-dust disk dynamics with self-
consistent feedback. Disk self-gravity is also included. With
the long time evolution of the coupled gas/dust and the em-
bedded planet, we study the planet circularization process,
its consequent impact on the dust dynamics, and the obser-
vational features as well. We also explore how different disk
mass, viscosity, planetary parameters and dust size can influ-
ence the appearance of dust rings.
We confirm the parameter dependence of circularization
timescale on the initial eccentricity, disk mass, and disk
scale height in previous works (Papaloizou & Larwood 2000;
Cresswell, & Nelson 2008; Muto et al. 2011; Ida et al. 2019).
A higher viscosity can speed up the migration rate signifi-
cantly after the planet’s circularization, but has no influence
on the planetary dynamics before its circularization. The in-
clusion of dust has almost no impact on the planetary cir-
cularization and migration processes. Our main findings are
summarized as follows, mostly applicable to situations with
initially high orbital eccentricity:
• The planet’s orbit gains angular momentum when the
initial planetary eccentricity is high enough, consis-
tent with the results using analytic analysis and N-body
simulations. This results in a large circularization or-
bital radius for the planet. The planet opens up a par-
tial gap in gas, producing dust gaps and rings around
the circularization radius after planet’s circularization.
This could explain the gaps/rings observed at the outer
region of disks. Before the circularization or when we
fix the planet at its initial eccentric orbit, the distur-
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bance of the planet on the dusty disk is very week when
the disk mass is high (∼ 0.02 M).
• When the disk mass is low (∼ 5×10−3M), however,
we find that gaps and rings can be produced at the cur-
rent pericenter and apocenter location even before its
orbital circularization for a low disk viscosity. This is
also true when we fix the planet at the initial eccen-
tric orbit. This cautions against using the gap and ring
location to infer the current planetary orbital radius.
• An eccentric planet can potentially slow down the dust
radial drift in the outer region of the disk, particu-
larly when the planet’s orbit is circularized faster than
the radial drift timescale and a low disk viscosity that
slows down the planetary inward migration. The dust
drift is stopped at the rings with relatively little emis-
sion from the surrounding regions. Observations at
longer wavelengths tracing the large dust particles will
be particularly useful in constraining this configura-
tion.
We have explored a relatively straightforward limit with
a single super-Earth planet on an eccentric orbit. Config-
urations with multiple planets (perhaps with a mixture of
massive and smaller planets) will also be quite interesting.
As some of the observed protoplanetary disks are relatively
old with possibly low total disk mass, the circularization
timescales for such planets can be long, exceeding 1 Myr.
It is then imperative to include these processes when inter-
preting the origin and mechanisms for dust ring and gap for-
mation.
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the presentation of the paper. YPL, HL and SL gratefully
acknowledge the support by LANL/CSES and NASA/ATP.
Simulations of this work were performed with LANL Insti-
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useful discussions with S. Ida, R. Miranda and R. Rafikov.
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APPENDIX
A. THE EFFECT OF ADIABATIC DISKS
Recently, Miranda & Rafikov (2019) found that the locally isothermal simulations tend to overestimate the contrast of
rings/gaps, and even mis-identify the planet position that is responsible those features. To quantify this effect on our simula-
tion results, we choose the run LowMg to compare with another run where we incorporate the energy equation with an adiabatic
index γ = 1.001 as in Miranda & Rafikov (2019), while keeping all other parameters being the same. We do not implement
dust in the adiabatic run as in Miranda & Rafikov (2019), since we found that dust has no impact in the planet dynamics and the
feedback effect on the gas is small.
In Figure 8, we show the radial profile of the integrated angular momentum flux (AMF) at 2000 orbits (left), and the planet
circularization process (middle), and the radial distribution of gas surface density (right) at two different times (corresponding
to 1200 and 2000 orbits) for our locally isothermal case and the adiabatic one. The discrepancy of AMF is only marginal for
the region where the planet is circularized (∼ 30 au). The offset beyond r = 60 au could be the imprint of the planetary
circularization process, which, however, does not leave significant features on the gas. This is actually consistent with the
expectation from Miranda & Rafikov (2019). When the planet mass is Mp = 1 Mth, where the thermal mass Mth = h30,pM? '
7 M⊕ (here we measure the disk scale height at the initial semi-major axis ap), the error caused by the locally isothermal case is
not significant. Furthermore, we find that the circularization timescale and the circularization radius are almost the same for these
two case, as shown in the middle panel of Figure 8. Such an indistinguishable planet dynamics leads to the similar gas surface
density profile as shown in the right panel of Figure 8. Therefore, we should also expect that the impact on the dust distribution
in terms of the dust ring appearance and their locations should be insignificant if we use a similar adiabatic EoS.
B. PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF PLANET CIRCULARIZATION TIMESCALE
Here we further explore the non-linear dependence of the planet circularization timescale on the disk scale height (or sound
speed).
Since the inclusion of dust does not change the dynamics of the planet, we only consider a pure gaseous disk without dust.
Our default disk gas mass is 2 × 10−2 M with the same radial distribution as in Equation (1). The other default parameters
are Mp = 10 M⊕, and a softening factor of 0.7hg as our fiducial model. The planetary semi-major axis is rp = 2.0 in code
unit with r0 = 50 au. We explore two regimes, one is ep  cs,0 (i.e., the supersonic case), where cs,0 is the sound speed at the
initial planetary semi-major axis (cs,0 = r0.25p h0), and the other one is ep . cs,0 (i.e., the subsonic case). For the supersonic
case, we fit the time evolution profile of the eccentricity as shown in the middle panel of Figure 1 with dep/dt = −Ae−mp . The
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Figure 8. The effect of adiabatic EoS (γ = 1.001) vs. the locally isothermal LowMg run on the planet dynamics and gas surface density
profiles. Left: radial profiles of the planet-induced angular momentum flux in the code unit at 2000 orbits. Middle: the planetary orbital
apocenter and pericenter as a function of time. The isothermal and adiabatic with γ = 1.001 runs are almost indistinguishable. Right: the
radial distributions of the gas surface density at two times (t =1200 and 2000 orbits) for two runs. Again, the difference is small.
circularization timescale is then tcirc = eα+1p /A(α+ 1). For the subsonic case, it has been suggested that tcirc is independent of
the initial eccentricity ep (Papaloizou & Larwood 2000), so we fit the temporal eccentricity profile for the very low eccentricity
part (ep  h0) with dep/dt = −Aep. And we define the corresponding circularization timescale tcirc = 1/A. We have six runs
with three different h0 as shown in Figure 9 for two regimes.
We use a single power-law model tcirc(h0) ∝ h−m0 to quantify the dependence of tcirc on h0. We find that the power-law index
is α ∼ 1.3 for the low eccentricity regime (subsonic case), while α ∼ 4.0 for the high eccentricity regime (supersonic case),
close to the expectation of the functional form from Papaloizou & Larwood (2000) and Ida et al. (2019). The slight difference of
m in the high eccentricity regime could be due to the softening effect and the transition average between supersonic and subsonic
regimes.
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Figure 9. Parameter dependence of circularization timescale (tcirc) on the disk scale height h0 at r0 (or the sound speed). We use a simple
power-law model to quantify the dependence of tcirc on h0 in the high ep and low ep regimes.
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